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A Class of Pseudo Differential Operators
with Multiple Non-Involutive Characteristics.
MARIA MASCARELLO RODINO - LUIGI RODINO

Introduction.
Let D be an open subset of Rl, let 27i, E’J, be conic submanifolds
of codimension 1 of QxRft and let e = (x,,, Eo =1= 0, be a point of
J? == E, r1 E, 0 0. Assume that Z is non-involutive at (2; precisely speaking : if E,, E, are locally given by u,,(x, E) = 0, u,(x, E) 0, where ui, ’Us
are smooth real valued positively homogeneous, then we have u,(Lo)
0,
’U’J,(e) 0 and
=

=

=

Let M&#x3E;O, k&#x3E;l be fixed integers. For meR we define Á:"M(E1,
be the class of (germs of) symbols p(x, E) E Sm(D X Rfl) at e,

p.-i positively homogeneous of degree
in some conic neighborhood F of e

Here d-,,, d,,
,

we

m - j, having

to

property that

the distances from (x, $j [$ [) to .E1, .E2, respectively, and
&#x3E; 1; C is a suitable real constant which depends only

are

understand I I

the

Ea, e)

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 26

Aprile

1980.
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on F. We have in particular that in T the characteristic manifold of p. is
given by E - r) -P,, and Pm vanishes on Z n (QxSn-l) exactly as

(dE1 +

dk )M.

Observe that A’,m(E,, 1:2, e) = AJJ/&#x3E;’(Z§ , Z§ , e) whenever 1: == I; n Z§
El r1 1:2 is non-involutive at e and in a conic neighborhood of e 17;, I1
==

1 one can simply replace
have on Z an osculation of degree k -1. For k
the sum d_,,, + d,, in (0.3), (0.4) with dE, the distance from (x, $/)$ 1) to 1:.
IE[owever, to argue on a fixed choice of E,, 1:2 will make things easier in the
following (see Helffer - Nourrigat [24] for other classes in a similar geometrical framework).
We want to give explicit necessary and sufficient conditions for the
hypoellipticity with loss of Xkl(k + 1) derivatives at e of an arbitrary
properly supported pseudo differential operator P p(x, D) with symbol
p(z, $) cA",m(El, 1:2, e). Namely, we shall discuss for P the property:
=

=

(0.5)

there are p(x, 8), q’(z, 8) E SO(QxRn), with cp == 1 in
borhood of e, cp’ =1= 0 on the support of p, and the support
close to the support of p, such that the estimates

are

As

we

valid, for
shall

the property

see

(0.5)

ellipticity

at e.

In the

case

some 8

conic

neighof 99’ arbitrarily
a

&#x3E; 0.

in Theorem 2.1,for every P with symbol in k 172, e)
implies the existence of a left parametrix and the hypo-

X =:Ll (0.5) is a microlocalized version of the so-called
of Egorov[4], Trèves [21], H6rmander [10] ; actually,
estimates
subelliptic
the symbols of a suitable class of subelliptic pseudo differential operators
are in A,1(E1, E2, e) at every point e of their characteristic manifold, for
an appropriate choice of k, E,., E2 (see Corollary 6.2).
Operators with
symbol in A’ -,2(E, , E 2, e) are studied in Menikoff [14], Boutet de Monvel Treves [3], Yamamoto [23]. The case when k
1 and M is arbitrary is
considered in Sjostrand [19], Rodino [17], Mascarello-Rodino [13], Helffer Rodino [8], [9] and, under general hypotheses on E, in Boutet de Monvel Grigis - Helffer [2].
An implicit result f or k &#x3E; 1,M &#x3E; 2 is known when E.,, E2, 27 are « fiat » :
=
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see for example Grusin [6], Nourrigat [15], [25], Parenti - Rodino [16]. In
particular, in [16] general classes of anisotropic symbols are considered with
a flat symplectic characteristic manifold 27 of arbitrary codimension (« symplectic » is equivalent to « non-involutive ») and the validity of (0.5) is related
to the injectivity on the Schwartz space 8 of an auxiliary operator Lp with
polynomial coefficients; moreover, parametrices are constructed and the

front set of the related kernel is estimated.
With respect to [16] here we shall go forward in two directions. First
in Chapter I (Sections 1, 2) we shall extend the implicit result to operators
with symbol in A’,’(,E,, E2, e), where Zi, E, are not flat, in general. This
will be an easy application of the Fourier integral operators of H6rmander [11] ; in fact, our very definition in (0.3), (0.4) suggests the choice of
new canonical coordinates. Then in Chapter II (Sections 3, 4, 5) we shall
give necessary and sufficient conditions for the injectivity of £p; actually,
for symbols in A’,m(,E,, E,, e), C, comes down to an ordinary differential
operator, which we shall study by means of the theory of the Meijer’s
G-functions and the classical methods of the asymptotic integration. In
Chapter III (Sections 6, 7) combining the results of Chapter I and II we
shall obtain the desired explicit conditions for the validity of (0.5).
wave

CHAPTER I
A GENERAL IMPLICIT RESULT

1. - Preliminaries.
be locally given by u,,(x, 0, u,(x, == 0, as in the
in
the following we shall suppose u,,, U2 positively homoIntroduction;
geneous of degree 1, 0, respectively, and such that
Let

E,,, E,,

n

Observe that the differential forms

du,, dU2,

I , dx,

are

linearly inde-

t=l

pendent
in

at p; this is

A,M(L’1,L’2’

a

direct consequence of (1.1), or (0.1). Let
formula we have from (0.3)

e); using Taylor’s
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be
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In the

sum 0153&#x3E;O, /?&#x3E;0 are integers and the functions
a,,o are smooth
positively homogeneous of degree m - P (here, as in the following, we argue
on a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of o). Consider the N roots
r1, ...,rM of the equation

In view of (0.4) we have Imrv #0 for every v, lvM; suppose for
example Im r,, &#x3E; ... &#x3E;,Imr,,, and denote M+(M-) the number of the r11’s such
that Im rv &#x3E; 0 (Im r, 0). It is easy to check that the integers M+, M
are independent of the initial choice of the local coordinates u,, u., if k
is odd; when k is even M+, M- do depend on u,, U2’ but the integers

min{M+, M-}, max{M+, M)

do not.

In

general, using Taylor’s formula
0 j Mkl(k + -1):

and

where G()(,{J

of

are

positively homogeneous

(0.3)

we can

write for

every j,

degree m + (a-fJ-kM)f(k+l).

DEFINITION 1.1 (Symbols with multiple roots). Let k be odd; assume
kM-&#x3E;M+ &#x3E; 0 (kM+&#x3E;M- &#x3E; 0). W’e define +A’,’+,’-(EL, E,, e) (respectively
-A,M+,M-(l’ 2’ e)) to be the class of symbols p(x,)cA’,’(EL,E21LO),
M = M+ + .lVl-, such that for some smooth positively homogeneous function
of degree 1, ro(x, $):

(I) for everyj,

0 j C M+

city M+ - j (M- - j) of

for

all

(z, $)

in

a

conic

the

(0 j

M-), r,, (x, $)

is

a

root

of multipli-

equation

neighborhood of

e.

before rl’’’.’ rM the roots of (1.3), we have r1
==rlYI+==rO(e), Imro(e»O and Imr17O for M+v;.M (respectively :
rm=ro(e), Imro(e) 0 and Imr,&#x3E; 0 for O;.v;.M+).
rM++l ==
(II) Noting
...

as

=...

=

=

Conditions (1), (11) do not depend on the choice of u.,, U2;
M:f:
that in (1.4) we may factorize for 0 ;.j

(1)

means
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where Tap are smooth positively homogeneous of degree m - fJ - M:i:. A
detailed study of operators with symbols with multiple roots will be given
in Section 7 ; observe that if k is even, M&#x3E;2 and M+
1 (if’= I) every
in
of
can
element
be
as
an
symbol A,M (2:’1’ 2:’2’ e)
regarded
+ A;:,t,M- (2:’1’ 2:’2’ e)
=

(respectively - A,M+,t(2:’1’ 2:’2’ e)).
It will be convenient
according to

PROPOSITION 1.2.

now

to

specify further

the choice of u1, u2,

There exist smooth

positively homogeneous f unctions
ui(r, I), u2(x, ), of degree 1, 0, respectively, such that Zi, Z’2 are given by
u1(x, I) 0, u2(x,) o in a conic neighborhood of e and
=

for

every

=

(z, $)

in the

sacme

neighborhood.

Proposition 1.2 just fix Ul and consider the Cauchy problem
{U" U2} == 1, U2 0 on 172; a solution U2 exists since HUl is transto the initial manifold 1:2.

To prove

HUlU2
verse

=

=

PROPOSITION 1.3 (Canonical form). Let Ul, U2 be as in Proposition 1.2
and let U1, U2 be classical pseudo differential operators with principal symbols
ul(0153, $), u2(x, $). Every operator P p(x, D), p(z, $) c-Am,m(,E,,,E,, k e), can
be written in the form
=

where

Ware suitable classical

pseudo differential operators of degree
+ (a - p - kM)j(k + 1), m - Mkj(k + 1 ) - 8 (s &#x3E; 0) respectively. We shall
note ClXfJ the homogeneous principal symbol of 0 lXfJ.

0 lXfJ’

m

PROPOSITION 1.4 (Canonical form for multiple roots). Take P
p(x, D)
with synzbol p(z, $) E ±Am,m+,m-(-P,., E2, e). Let Ul, U2 be defined as in Proposition 1.3 and introduce Z U, - Ro Uk, where R,,, has principal symbol
ro(x, $), ro as in De f inition 1.1. P can be written in the form
=

==

Âap, Ap,

pseudo differential operators of degree
m - p - M:f:, m + (ex - P - kM)j(k + 1), m - Mkj(k + 1) - 8 (~&#x3E;0)y respec-

where

T

are

suitable classical

580

tively. -We shall
of AexfJ’ Al* .

note

aexfJ( 0153, $), a[*(r, $)

the

homogeneneous principal symbol

Proposition 1.3, observe first that the composition
w(z, D) w(x, D)w2(0153, D), wi(r, $) eAJ§&#x3E;,’&#x3E;(Ii, .l’2, e), w2(0153,) eA§/=&#x3E;"2(Zi, Z, (!),
has symbol w(z, $) EA1+m2,Ml+M2(.l’, };2’ e), as we get easily from the inequalities (0.3) and the standard asymptotic expansion for products. In
particular, if we define cexfJ (JexfJ’ ajk + fJ M, aex{1 as in (1.2),, and if we
consider operators 0 exfJ with principal symbols c exfJ’ setting
PROOFS. - To prove
=

=

_

have that qm_;(z,
Taylor’s formula we
we

Then

we

argue in

a

satisfies (0.3) for
can write

$)

similar way

on

1 j Mkj(k+l).

using

the difference

where C, ,,, are operators with principal symbols c,,,, c,,,fl
the procedure, we arrive finally at (1.7).
The proof of Proposition 1.4 is analogous. First
+ p = M+, by imposing the identity

where T(XfJ’

Therefore

as

we

in

(1.9). Iterating

define atX{J’

oelk +

the functions in

(1.6). Let Å(XfJ be pseudo
differential operators with principal symbols a(XfJ. The operator

a/k + fl = M’,

are

symbol in +A’,",m-(,El ,E2, e) , as we obtain again from the standard
asymptotic expansion for symbols of products. Then consider the difference

has

oo

s(x, .D)

=

P -

Po, s(r, $)

8m-i(X, $);
-,I
i=i

we

have that all the functions sm-j,
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1- j M’,

can be factorized as in (1.6). Arguing similarly on s,,,-,(x,
and iterating the procedure we obtain (1.8).
Observe that the assumption (1.1) (which will be essential in the following) is not necessary for decompositions of the type (1.7), (1.8). Note
are uniquely
also that the values at e of the principal symbols eL,,fl,
determined, once ul, U2 are fixed.
Let P
p(x, D), p(x,;) E +Am,m+,m-(E:,,,E,, e), be written as in (1.8);
the
of Proposition 1.4 we define the polynomial
notations
using

a,,fl, a’

==

0 do not depend
The M=1= roots of QI (A)
we shall check after Proposition 2.3.
in Section 7.
=

2. -

Application

of Fourier

the choice of ul , u, in (1.1)’,
These invariants will be used

on

as

integral operators.

P = p (x, D), p(z, $) c- Anm(E., 2:’2’ e), be written in the canonical
(1.7); using the notations of Proposition 1.3 we define the ordinary

Let

form
differential operator

expression of Cp depends on the initial choice of ui, u2 . Actually,
starting from another couple u’, u f u f u’ as in Proposition 1.2, and writing the corresponding canonical form of P, we obtain an operator C’ v which
becomes C, after a transformation of the form
The

The easy check is left to the reader. We
result.
THEOREM 2.1. - The

(i)

(ii)

=

conditions

8 (R) {O}.
p(x, D) satisfies (0.5).

Ker C, n
P

following
=

can now

are

state

a

equivalent:

general implicit
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(iii) For
E.

any 99

E

with cp(e) =F 0 and having sufficiently narthere exists a proper linear continuous operator
" s E R, such that EP-m(x
loc
T , D) is

So(QxRn)

support,

row

H8Joe(Q) -+Hs+m-Mk/«k+l)(Q)

smoothing,

W.F"(E) c diag(QxRn).

and

Condition (i) is obviously invariant for the transformations (2.2). Observe
that (iii) implies the hypoellipticity of P in some conic neighborhood T of e :

PROOF

x:y

=

OF

THEOREM 2.2.

y(x, ), q

=

q(x, $),

Fix a canonical homogeneous transformation
such that in a conic neighborhood of e

(starting from (2.4) and using (1.1)’, one can construct recursively the
other coordinates Yn-l, qn_i,... ,I y,qi by means of a standard argument).
Let F be any elliptic Fourier integral operator associated with x; if A is
classical with principal symbol a(x, $) , then the principal symbol of FAF-1
is given by aox-1. In particular the principal symbols of FU:,F-11, .F’’U2I’’-1
are rn, yn, respectively. We may specify the choice of F in the following way.
be classical pseudo differential operators with
in
principal symbols Ul, U2,
Proposition 1.3. Then there exists an elliptic
Fourier integral operator F associated to the canonical transformation X such
that FUIF-l - Dvn’ FU2F-l - Yn are smoothing in a conic neighborhood of e.
LEmmA 2.2.

Let

UI, U2
as

For the proof let us refer to Boutet de Monvel [IJ, Lemma (10.8), where
the symbol of F is constructed explicitly by successive approximations.
For such F we have from (1.7)

where

C,,,6

classical pseudo differential operators with principal symbol
is of order m-Mk/(k+l)-e, for some 8&#x3E;0. Note Ell =
01, 27, - {y. = 0}, Ef=: {Yn 27. 0), el= X(e) e Z’. The symbol
pf(y, 17) of P’ is in A;:,M(2:;, E2, e’) and (2.5) is a canonical form of P’ ;
since
CiXfJ(e), it is £p, Lj:,. Now we may apply the results of [16].
In particular first we check on (2.5) that Lp’ and the « test operator » of [16],
Definition 2.3, coincide; then we use Theorems 2.1, 3.1 of [16], which state
the equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) in the flat case. Since P satisfies (ii), (iii)
if and only if P’ does, Theorem 2.1 is proved.
are

ciXfJoX-1; W’
-

=

Cl#(e’)

=

_

=
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Theorem 2.1 applies in particular to symbols with
will be convenient to use in this case the following
sion of i:j).

multiple roots; it
equivalent expres-

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p(z, $) be in :f:A;:,M+,M-(L’l’ .E2, e). Write P== p(0153,
in the canonical f orm (1.8) and set with the notations of Proposition 1.4

I. f E, is defined as in (2,I),
and 1.4, then we have

with the

same

choice

of

ui , U2 in

Proposition

D)

1.3

PROOF. - We shall limit ourselves to a sketch, leaving to the reader a
detailed (and stricter) proof. Let us write out explicitly the right-hand
side of (2.7):

Both E, in (2.1) and the operator in (2.8) are obtained from (1.7), (1.8),
respectively,by replacing formally II1 with Dt, IT2 with t and C,,#, Åcxp, Ap
with the value at e of their principal symbols. Now, starting from (1.7),
we may arrive at the canonical form (1.7) through a finite number of commutations,, of three types:

where A is a classical pseudo differential operator with principal symbol
a(x, $) of suitable order. The ordinary differential operators which we obtain
after every commutation through an ovbious arrangement of the foregoing
formal proceeding coincide with the operator in (2.8). In fact, recalling

584

that the principal symbol of [U1, U,] is given by - i{u" U,} and replacing
in (2.9) U1, U2 , [ U,, U,] with
i{Ul’U2}(e), we get the trivial identity
Dt t = tDt - i, since {Ul’U2}(e) = I in view of (1.11’. On the other hand
it is easy to see that [A, U2], [U1, A] in (2.10), (2.11) do not give any contribution in the expressions of the ordinary differential operators,, so that
(2.10), (2.11) correspond to the obvious identities a(e) t ta(e), Dta(e)
a(e) Dt. In this way, step by step, we arrive at (2.7).
It follows from (2.7) that also the definition of C; is invariant modulo
transformations of the type (2.2). Observe that Q;=(Â) in (1.10) is the
indicial polynomial of C;:

D’, t,

-

-

=

Since Q:f:(Â) changes for a multiplicative factor after the transformation (2.2),
it is therefore proved that the roots of
0 do not depend on the
choice of ui, u,.

Q(A)=

CHAPTER II
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
WITH POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

3. - Solutions
Here r, ri,

in 8 (R).
...,

rM

are

fixed

complex numbers,,

-r =A

0, Im r,,

&#x3E; 0

for

IvM+M, Imr", 0 for M+vM=M++M-; crxfJ’ oelk+#=M,
are

defined

the

ordinary

by

the

identity
I c r# = r (r - ri )
’lk+#=M

...

(r - rm).

We consider

differential operator

where x&#x3E;0y /?&#x3E;0 are integers and c = (c,,#), alk + p M, is regarded in
this section as parameter in CK, .K
kM(M - 1)/2. Actually, concerning
the applications we purpose, it will be not restrictive to assume in (3.1)
c 0 whenever j = M - p - (M + oc - #)I(k + 1) is not an integer,
=

=
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i.e.

0 j Mkj(k + 1);

may limit ourselves to

we

operators of

the form

We want to investigate the existence of non-trivial solutions y E S(R)
0. Our starting-point is the following theorem, whose
of the equation Ey
a
is
straightforward generalization of the proof of Proposition 2.4.2
proof
2 see Sibuya [18], Chapter 2).
in [9] (for the case M
=

=

there exists two
M-tuples of functions, y/ (t, c) , ... , y§§(t, c) , y( (t, c) , ..., Y"M(t, c), which are
entire analytic in C X CR with respect to the complex variable t and the parameter c
(c,,fl)7 ajk + fl M, such that for every fixed c E Cx :
THEOREM 3.1. For every

given

value

of

í, r1,

...,

rM ,,

k,

=

1) y:,, yj,,
the

v

1,

=

...,

7 M,

are

,r, y

equation

1.7=1

=

E 8(R_) if and only if /l;
YIR_E S(R_) if and only if /l;

From

for any fixed

(3.3), (3.4) and

c E

if

M+ &#x3E; M then there exists

COROLLARY 3.2.

LY

0.
When k is

0

=

0

for M+ C v M,
for l:v,M+.

when k is

even

algebra

one

gets

have :

particular

tion

=

CK:

easy linear

In

MTe

for

!/l: y+ !/l;; y;;, /l:, /1;; E C, we have y 1,+ E S(R+)
only if ,uv 0 for M+ C v : M; moreover, when k is odd

y IR-

Therefore,

solutions

=

=

’V=1

and

fundanzental systems of

0.

M

M

II) For any y

if

two

=

When k is odd: if M+
0 then Ker E f1 S(R) = {O};
a non-trivial solution y E S(R) of the equa=

=

even:

if M+

=

0,

or

lYl-

=

0, then Ker f- f1 S(R) =

{o}.
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When k is odd and if &#x3E; X+ &#x3E; 0, or else k is even and M &#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0,
the existence of non-trivial solutions in §(.R) depends on the parameter c.
Assume first k is odd, M-&#x3E;M+ &#x3E; 0, and consider the MX2M+ matrix

Choose M-- M++ I independent minors in (3.7) and let fl(C), ..., fM--M+(C)
be their values at a fixed point to c C. It is clear that dim [Ker £ r1 S(R)] &#x3E; 0
if and only if f.,(c) =...
fM--M++1(c) 0.
More precisely, write B(CR) for the ring of the entire analytic functions
in CK and denote
the ideal of E(CK) generated by /1’’’.’fM--M++1
the
in
terminology Gunning and Rossi [7], for example). The definition
(see
of
does not depend on the choice of the If-tuples y± -± in
Theorem 3.1,, the minors in (3.7) and the point to E C where the determinants are evaluated; we have:
=

=

J,rlt...,rM

J,rh...,rM

COROLLARY 3.3. Let k be odd. Let 7:, r1, ...,rM
Then there exists a non-trivial solution y E 8(R)
y == 0 if and only if

be fixed with M-&#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0.
of the equation E’,

0 C 10C jk

The same statement holds when k is even and N &#x3E; X+ &#x3E; 0, if one
defines in this case
(f) B(CN) f being the value at any
fixed to E C of the Wronskian -W(y +, y ++I y M++17 ... y-). The analytic
always non-trivial, i.e. loc
subvariety Zoc
=1= CK,f
will
this
be easy consequence of the examples in the
next section.

,rl,,.,,rM

=

jk c C’ is
loo jk 0;

4. - The

case

M+

=

jk

’

1.

We want to study in detail certain operators of the type (3.2) for which
M&#x3E;,2 and M+=I, i.e. Imri&#x3E; 0, Imrv 0 for v=2,..., M.
If X+
1, every non-trivial solution Y+ E 8(R+) can be written, for
some constant p c- C, Y + - yy+ (y+ (t, c) as in Theorem 3.1; here we argue
on a fixed value of the parameter c) ; moreover, if in addition the operator
is of the type (3.2), we have for Y+ an asymptotic expansion of the form
=
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where 0, Wn are independent of t (cf. [9], Remark 2.4.1). It will be
venient to use the following particularization of Corollary 3.3.

con-

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let £, be of the type (3.2), with M+
1 ; let k be odd.
be
a
non-trivial
entire
such
that £’Y+
Y+(t)
analytic f unction
0,
Y+ IR+ E S(R+). Then there exists a non-trivial solution y E S(R) of the equation ty
0 if and only if
=

Let

=

=

PROOF. Observe first that if y(t) is solution of ty
0, also y(- t) is
solution. In particular, I’’-(t)
Y+(- t) G 8(R_) is (non-trivial) solution.
Then Yt can be identified with yl in Theorem 3.1, modulo multiplicative
constants; the matrix (3.7) reads for t = 0
=

=

It is clear that all the 2 x 2-minors vanish if and only if one of the two
conditions (4.2)1’ (4.2)jj is satisfied, and an application of the arguments
of the preceding section gives the proof.
First we shall consider the operator

odd, k&#x3E;M-1&#x3E;0, -r =AO, Imr,&#x3E;O, Im. ro C 0 and a
== (al,... ,aM-l) E Cm-1. Developing the terms in the sum in (4.5) X can
be rewritten in the form (3.2), with M+
1; therefore the hypotheses of
We
4.1
satisfied.
shall
are
Proposition
express the related solutions
Y+ c- S(R+) by means of Meijer’s G-functions and we shall deduce the following explicit result on the «eigenvalues of iNB
where k is

==

=
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Let

THEOREM 4.2.

S,, SI’

...,

SM_i be the solution. of the linear system

(B(-) are the generalized Ber&#x3E;ioulli numbers; see .Luke [12], 2.8(l), for example) .
Define for Â E C

There exists a non - trivial solution y E
of the following two conditions is

one

1) for

8 (R) of X’,r:rll(a)
satisfied:

h, 0 h M -1,
- (k + I)Nh) 0 ;
integer h, 0 C h M - 1,

every even integer
Nh&#x3E; 0 such that Q-(h

II) for

Nh

every odd
&#x3E; 0 such that

y

and

only if

there exists

an

integer

there exists

an

integer

0

=

0

if

=

Q-(h - (k + 1) Nh)

=

0.

Observe that Q-(Â) in (4.7) can be identified, modulo
the indicial polynomial of

a

multiplicative

constant, with

Precisely,

have

we

This will be

a

direct consequence of the

subsequent identity (4.13).

PROOF oF THEOREM 4.2. Consider the
in the plane of the complex variable z

where 6

=

z d/dz

Noting Â1,

...,

ordinary differential operator

and

ÂM-l

the roots of

Q-(Â)

=

0

(Q-

as

in

(4.7))

we

set in

(4.8)
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Let

the ray

U(z)

be any solution of AU

{z == i(r,, - r,,) x, x c- R+I;

we

0 in

a conic
that
claim

=

neighborhood

in C of

0 in a conic neighborhood of R+. In fact, after the
solution of My
change of variable z = i(r,, - r,,) tk+ll(k + 1) the operator 6 becomes
(k + 1)-ltdjdt, so that 6 + eh -1 (k + 1)-1(tdjdt h), ð + aj (k + 1)-1
(tdldt Â;); then use the following identities (see [12], 2.9(5), 2.9(11))

is

a

=

=

-

=

-

in

(4.13) So, SI’ ..., SM-l (So == 1)

are

the coefficients of the

exactly

equation

M-l

I SM-Ø-1ÂB

=

0, whose solutions

are

Â1,

...,

ÂM-l.

In view of

(4.6)

we

have

a-o

and,

since

the claim is easily proved.
The equation AU
0 is
=

geometric equation
given by

where Uh

(we

use

is the

a

particular

(see [12], 5.1(2,19))

case

and

generalized hypergeometric

the notation

a

of the generalized
solution for Re z

function

hyper0

is
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In (4.16) .T is the Euler’s gamma function and we understand 1/.T()
0
the
of
moreover
branch
when z
the
multivalued
principal
0,-1, - 2, ... ;
function (- Z)l-(?h is chosen, in such way that (l)l-(?h == 1. The solution U
can be expressed by means of a Meijer’s G-function (see [12], 5.1(19), 5.2(l)),
which admits the following integral representation of the Mellin-Barnes type
=

=

(see [12], 5.2(2, 3, 4) for the definition of the path .L of integration). Using
standard arguments of asymptotic analysis (cf.[12], 5.7(12, 13, 14, 15)),
from (4.18) one obtains for U an expansion of the type:

0’, co; (4.19) can be differentiated term-by-term.
Now, applying (4.11) and recalling (4.9), we define

with suitable

with

We know that Y+ is

actually,
certainly

for

E;uitable 0,

E S(R+).
and

0 in a conic neighborhood of R+;
solution of JY’y
an
entire
define
analytic function, which is
(4.20), (4.21), (4.17)
solution in the whole of C. Applying (4.18), (4.19) we obtain

Then

observing

COn
we

that

a

=

since Re (ir1)
0, it is evident that Y+/R+
apply Proposition 4.1. Recalling that k&#x3E;M-1
Uh(O) == 1, we have from (4.20), (4.21)

(cf. (4.1));
may
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On the other hand Ah
0 if and only if for some j, j
1, ...,9 X-ii
it is (k + 1) ocj = (k + 1) N - hi N &#x3E; 0 integer; therefore the conditions
(4.2)1’ (4.2)jj are equivalent to I), II) in the statement of the theorem, in
view of (4.10). The proof is complete.
For X = 2, replacing ro with r2 , we have in (4.5) the operator
=

í =F 0, Imri &#x3E; 0, Imr2 0,

=

k

odd;

polynomial Q-(A)

the

in

(4.7)

comes

down to

and Theorem 4.2 says that a non-trivial solution
exists if and only if for some integer N &#x3E; 0

y E S(R)

of

X7,’2 ,,(a,)y=O
’T.h

B

Gilioli - Trèves [5], for egample) .
Finally,, we shall consider some operators of the type (3.2) for which k
is even and M+ = 1. In particular, let k be even in the expression of
in (4.24). Recall that the Tricomi’s P-function is given by

(see

Xk,2 ,,.(a,)

where the

principal

branch of zlw is chosen and

(see Tricomi [22], 4.6(7);
of the G-function).

case

and for t in

a

conic

the W-functioia could be regarded as a particular
Define for t in a conic neighborhood of R+

neighborhood

of R_
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J+ and J- extend to entire analytic functions; using the properties of VJ
in

and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we obtain
0,
J-i: JR:l C- S(R,). Then, according to the remark after Corol,vk,2 ,r,(al) J-L
lary 3.3, we compute the value of the Wronskian W(J+, J-)(t) ; from (4.27),
(4.28), (4.29), (4.30) we get easily

Tricomi[22]
=

with

X’,",,(a,,)y

In conclusion, when k is even the equation
trivial solution y E S(R) if and only if W(J+, J-)

for some integer L E Z. Using again Meijer’s
in the same way the more general equation
when k is even.

5. - Solutions of
Let

us

denote

=

,y,,r 3I
=

0 has

a non-

0, that is:

G-functions,

X’,m.(a) y

one

=

0,

could handle
in the case

exponential type.

E o the vector space of all the functions of the exponential

type

where X is an arbitrary polynomial with complex coefficients. If k &#x3E; 1 is
odd and Im ro &#x3E; 0, we have
c 8(R) and the following obvious inclusion
holds for every E in (3.1):

.E o

As the

asymptotic expansion (4.1) suggests, (5.2) becomes particularly
when M+ = 1 and r,
ro (k in (5.2) and k in (3.1) are the same
odd integer),, or else in general when the operator is of the form (2.8) with
Im ro &#x3E; 0. Actually, under suitable additional hypotheses, we shall see
that for E of this type the assumption LY
0, y E S(R), implies automat-

significant

=

=

ically y E Ek

.
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Consider

where Im ro &#x3E; 0 and Im r’l7
0 for M+
rm+ + 17 rm the roots of the equation .2

v

M+ + X- - 1J1, if

we

note

aafJ(r-ro)fJ== 0; aafJ’ ex/k + fJ M-,

alk+fJ=M-

a:fJ

are

complex parameters

and

we

Assume 3ty
0. Then y(t) is in
(k + 1) /2, the function
m, 0 m

PROPOSITION 5.1.

for

every

is in

Eo

if

and

only if

mean : the restriction of ’Hm to the real axis is in 8(R)).
in addition in (5.3) M is even and k + 1
HM, for some integer
then in order to have y E
it is sufficient to suppose ’Hm E 8(R) for
=

Ek

m

=

jH,

Observing
M

-

8(R) (we

If
H&#x3E; 1,
every

integer

understand kM-&#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0.

0jC

that

’Ho

COROLLARY 5.2
2 ; then

Mj2.
=

y, from

Proposition 5.1

(Helffer - Rodino [9]).

we

get the following

Assume in

(5.3)

k

=

1,

or

else

=

Since the determination of dim [Ker j{, n
is a merely algebraic matto an explicit expression of the related eigenvalues. In particular, if .ltT 2, Jt comes down to the operator in (4.24) and using
Corollary 5.2 we recapture easily formula (4.26). For the case k == 1,
.lVl+
.M-, see the next Theorem 5.5.
Wnen k &#x3E; 1, X &#x3E; 2, the simple assumption y E 8(jR) does not imply
in general
for example, if in (4.5) it is k&#x3E;3, X &#x3E; 3, a1 0, the
E
solutions y S(R) of JY’y 0 are no longer of esponential type.

E:o]

ter, (5.5) leads

=

=

y c- Ek

=

=

PROOF oF PROPOSITION 5.1. First let us show how the second part
of the Proposition can be deduced from the first part. Integrating by series
HM a funthe equation jty
0 we see easily that in the case k -)- 1
damental system of solutions is given by functions of the form yh(t)
th Fh(tk+1) , h=0,11 ... I M -I, where F(z) , z E C, is entire analytic. Let
y(t) satisfy the hypotheses of the second part of the statement, that is:
=

=

_
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Jty - 0

for

j

=

and

0 j M/2; note that, if
0, 1, ..., M - I. We have

and then

since
nant

for j = 0,1,

...,

11 is even, we may actually
for suitable constants Ilh e C

assume

in

(5.6)

if20131

Observing that the determiCauchy-Vandermonde
type and
(exp[jh2ni/Ml)j,h=0,1,...,M-1 is
solving in (5.8) with respect to Jlk th Fh(tk+l), we obtain

exp[j(k -f--1 ) 2:ri/M]

==

exp [jH 2ni]

=

1.

of the

h = Oy ly ... I X - 1 ,

with suitable constants 8h,j -

From

(5.6) and (5.9)

we get

and then

Fh{t1c+l) E 8(R) whenever Ph =F 0. Therefore

E’,

in view of
is in S(R) for every m E Z, so that we may conclude y E
the first part of the statement.
To prove the first part of the Proposition we shall use the following
extension of the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem (see for example Titch-

marsh [2 0] ,

pp.

LF,MMA 5.3.

177-180).
Let

/(%)

be

analytic for
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where

R,

are

Ti, f{J2

real constants. Let

in the same region, for some real constants C, v
If f is bounded as It- o0 on the lines arg t
bounded uni f ormly in the region (5.12).

such that qJ2
qJl
and
arg t qJ2, then
qi

and q
=

We shall also need a generalization of the
operator JI in (5.3).

n/q.
f is

-

==

asymptotic expansion (4.1)

to the

LEMMA 5.4. Let S be an open sector of the t-plane with vertex at the
and a positive central angle not exceeding nj(k+l). There exist M+
entire analytic functions, YS,l (t),... ,YS,M+(t), such that

origin

) YS,l’.’"7 ys’m+
(II)

In S

we

are

have

independent

for

v

=

1,

...,

solutions

of

the

M+ asymptotic

equation Ay

=

expansions of

0.

the

form :

the

sum

on

t and S.

in h is

finite; C,,,h7

(JJvhn are

suitable constants which do not

Let 99 be a fixed real number such that 19
S. Let y(t) be any solution of 3ty
0, such that

(III)

==

R+
E 8(R+) (we

shall also write:

constants Pv

C.

x E

c

E

=

depend

(t exp [io] x,
y(exp[iq;]x)’E
=

M+

To prove Lemma

YleE S(R+)).

Then y

== ,¿PvYs,v for ’some
17 = 1

5.4,

it will be sufficient to observe that

with

Since the degree of the indicial polynomial Q+(I) is
2.2.6 in [9] we can construct easily y,,,, ... I YS,M+

M+, using Remarks 2.4--li
satisfying (I), (II), (III).
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Let

and for

us

a

end the

proof

of

Proposition

sufficiently small 8 &#x3E;

0

(s

=

5.1.

We note for m

1/10 is enough,

for

=

0,1, ... , k

example)

apply Lemma 5.4 to every sector SI. The hypothesis 11m E 8(R),
0 m (k + 1)/2, is equivalent to the assumption Ylem E S(R+), for all m,
m = 0, 1, ... , k,, and since Om c Sm ,, we have from (III):
Let

us

where Y8,1’ ."’Y8,Jl+ admit in Sjf the
for N:&#x3E;2 + max{}Vh the function

asymptotic expansions (5.14). Then

(u S) r) { E C, It/&#x3E;I}. Actually, f is bounded in the whole
region ft c- C, It/&#x3E;I}. In fact we have from the theory of the asymptotic
is bounded in

integration

that for any (1 &#x3E; 0

for a suitable constant C
mark 2.4.1) so that we can

in

m

for example [9], Theorem 2.2.3 and Reapply Lemma 5.3 repeatedly to f in (5.21), with

(see

(5.13) and

=

0, 1,...,

k. In conclusion: the function
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is analytic in C, with a pole at oo; thus it is indeed a polynomial. Since
in the opposite direction
impliec trivially ’Hm E S(R), 1m E Z, the
5.1
of
is
Proposition
complete.
proof
In the applications of Section 7 we shall refer to the following consequence of Corollary 5.2.

y c E,’

THEOREM 5.5.

Let M be

even.

Consider the operator

Imro &#x3E; 0 and all the roots of the
negative imaginary part. Define
where

We have Ker b (B

equation
I a(Xf3(r-ro)tJ
(X+f3=M/2

=

0 have

8 (R) = {o} if and only if Q+(N) =F 0 for every integer N&#x3E;O.

PROOF. ’G in (5.24) is of the form (5.3) with k = 19 M+ = M
M/2.
It follows from Corollary 5.2 that Ker b (B
Ker b (B S(R). Consider
=

E:o

It is clear that Kerb
trivial polynomial

=

only if b+X
vntn, ’VnEC, ’VN==I. Now

n E;o =1= {0}

X(t)==onN
2

if and

=

0,

we

for some nonhave in general

where the constants (1nfJ depend on a(XfJ. To obtain l£+X
0 it is therefore
necessary that Q+(N)
0, for some integer N&#x3E;O. This condition is also
sufficient for the existence of a non-trivial polynomial solution. In fact,
if Q+(A)
0 has one integer root N&#x3E;O, the coefficients of X can be determined inductively by
=

=

=
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If there are h &#x3E; 2 integers N,,, ..., N,, which satisfy Q+(Á)
0, we just
consider N = nxin(Ni, ..., N), so that in (5.28) it is always Q+(n) 0.
Theorem 5.5 is proved.
=

REMARK 5.6. Note that the existence of an integer root of the indicial
equation is always necessary to have Ker A r1 Bk . = A {0}, for every ?, of the
type (5.3). In fact 3ty 0 has a non-trivial solution in the class B,,’ if and
only if jt+X 0 for some non-trivial polynomial X(t) = I vn tn, vn E C,
=

=

O:::;;;nN

(the operator

vN =1

(5.15)

we

Jt+ is defined

as

in

(5.15)).

On the other hand from

have

where the indicial polynomial
fore RIX
0 implies Q+(N)
=

Q+(A)
=

is defined in

general by (5.16) ;

there-

0.

CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS

6. - An
Let

explicit

result.

X+,

Corollary

M- be defined
3.2 we obtain

as

in Section

1; combining Theorem

2.1 and

THEOREM 6.1. Let p(z, I) be in k 172, e) and note P
p(x, D).
If k is odd and X+ 0, or else is even and min {M+, M-1 0, then P
satisfies (0.5). I f k is odd and M+ &#x3E; M, then P does not satisfy (0.5).
=

=

=

possible with small modifications of the proofs
in [16] to obtain a non-hypoellipticity result when k is odd and N+ &#x3E; M-.
For N == 1 we get from Theorem 6.1 a particularization of the general
result of [4], [10], [21] on subelliptic estimates :
In

effect,

we

think it is

COROLLARY 6.2.

Let Z* be a closed conic

subnzanifold of

codimension 2

0’

of Q X Rn and let p (x, $) p,.-,(x, )

be a classioal

symbol

in Q X Rn, with

;=o

Pm

=

0

exactly

on

L". Assume that

for

every e E17 there exist

a

conic

neigh-
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a + ib, where
borhood r of o and a complex number z such that zpm
d,aoo in r and H§ b = 0 o% Z m T if j k but H§b # 0, for a fixed k
independent of o. Then p(z, $) E A;:,1(.E1, E,, o) at any e E.E for a suitable
choice of .E1, E,.Moreower, if k is even the operator P
p(z, D) satisfies
in every K cc Q the estimates
=

=

for some

8

&#x3E; 0.

If k is

satisfies (6.1) if and only if it is always Hakb &#x3E;

odd P

0.

PROOF. In a neighborhood of a fixed e e 27 we may assume without
loss of generality that pm = a + ib is homogeneous of degree 1, with
H’ab=O for jk anda 0 on Z. Noting c = Ha we see that
{a c 0} c Z and {a,,c} Hak b :A 0. This implies that the differential of
a and c are linearly independent.
Letting .E1 {a 0}, E, fe 0},
we have locally E = .E1 r’1 .E2, since one of these manifolds is contained in
the other and they both have the same codimension. It is also evident
that 27 is non-involutive.
Consider the Cauchy problem Ha o’== 1, c’ = 0 on E,. Since .ga is transverse to E,,, a solution c’ exists, and it is homogeneous of degree 0. Using
a and c’ as coordinates and then taking a Taylor expansion of b, we may
deduce that b
holk -t- h’a, for some functions h =A 0 and h’. Dividing
the
factor
1 + ih’, we may replace pm by a -+- ige’ll where
by
elliptic
0
near
It
is
therefore
clear that p(0153,) c- A’-’ .E2, e).
Reg 0
o.
Now, when k is even we have always min (M+, M) 0, so that (0.5)
is satisfied with M
1, in view of Theorem 6.1. When k is odd we have
M+
0,, if" == 1 if Reg(e) &#x3E; 0, M+ = 1, M-= 0 if Reg(e) 0; since
sign Re g(e) signh(e) 8ign H§ b, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that in this
case (0.5) is satisfied if and only if Hkb &#x3E; 0. Then a standard partition
of unity argument gives the conclusion.
=

=

_

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

7. -

Symbols

=

with

multiple

roots.

When k is odd and M’- &#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0, or else k is even and min {M+, M"} &#x3E; 0,
necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (0.5) can be deduced
from a combination of Theorem 2.1, Corollary 3.3 and the remark after
Corollary 3.3. Precise statements are left to the reader.
Here we limit ourselves to consider some operators with symbol in
the classes ±A’,’+,m-(E,, E,, e) of Definition 1.1. Actually, using the
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results of Sections 4, 5, one obtains for such operators necessary and
sufficient conditions of pure algebraic type, whereas in the general case
Corollary 3.3 leads to the problematic computation of the zeros of
certain entire analytic functions. Consider first P
p(z, D), with p(x, $) E
E - A.l,M -1(2:’1’ 2:’2’ e). Let us write P in the canonical form for multiple
roots, according to Proposition 1.4; with lightly different notations, it is:
=

where

U1, U2 have principal symbol ul(x, $), U2(X, $), Ul’ U2 as in Proposition 1.2;
R,, is of degree 1 with principal symbol ro(x, )? Imr,,(e) 0. The degrees
of Ao, Aoo, A; , 0 j M - I , are m-M+I, m-M, m-M+-l,
with principal symbols ao(z, $), aoo(z, $), a;(z, $), respectively; the degree
of AM is m - M. We have a,,O(e)=AO and, noting Tl == (roaoo - ao)/aoo,
Im rl(e) &#x3E; 0. Let us recall that in Definition 1.1 k is odd and k &#x3E; M - 1 &#x3E; 0.
According to (1.11), we associate to p(z, $) the polynomial

As it

observed at the end of Section 2, the roots of
on the representation (7,I).

was

depend

Q; (Â)

=

0 do not

Let p(z, $) be in -A;:,1,M-l(E1,2 E., o) and let Q;(Â) be
Then P
(7.3).
p(x, D) satisfies (0.5) if and only if there exist
defined
an odd integer hI and an even integer h2 ,, 0 h,, h2
M - 1,suoh that
THEOREM 7.1.

in

as

for

every

integer

=

N &#x3E; 0.

Theorem 7.1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, Proposition 2.3,
Theorem 4.2 and of the remark after Theorem 4.2. Note that Theorems 6.1,
7.1 allow a complete discussion of the validity of (0.5) for operators with
symbol in k ,, E,, e), when k is odd; when k is even explicit results
2 can be deduced from Theorem 6.1 and formula (4.33) (cf. [3],
for M
=

[14], [23]).
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Consider now P==p(x,D), with p(x,)E+A,MI2,MI2(L’1,L’2’ e), where
If is even. Write P in the canonical form for multiple roots :

we

assume

where Z is defined as in (7.2), but now Imro((!) &#x3E; 0; .Å(XJ are classical
pseudo differential operators of degree m - # - M/2, with principal symbols a"’fJ; T is of degree m - M12 -.1. All the roots of the equation
2 aafJ(e)(r ro(e))fJ 0 have negative imaginary part. The indicial
=

-

tX+fJ=M/2

polynomial

is

given

in this

case

by

+A,M+,M-(171, 172, e)

THEORIF,M 7.2. Let p (z, $) be in
and let Q: (Â) be defined as in (7.5). Then P
only if Q:(N) =F 0 for every integer N&#x3E;O.

=

with

M+==M-==M/2,

p(x, D) satisfies (0. 5) if

and

Theorem 7.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, Proposition 2.3
and Theorem 5.5. Using Corollary 5.2, we may obtain a more general
result (the condition for the validity of (0.5) is less explicit, but still

algebraic) :
(ef. [8], [9], [13], [17]).
(Zi , 172, e), M-&#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0. Let r: be defined as
PROPOSITION 7.3

satisfies (0.5);
(7.6)

£: X

then:

o0

When k == 1
In

f- y

=

Let p(r, $) be in +A;:,M+,Min (2.6). Assume P==p(x, D)

for
(7.6) is

every
also

polynomial

with

sufficient for

the

complex coefficients X 0 0.
validity of (0.5).

fact, defining E, as in (2.1), we have from Proposition 2.3 that
of Section 5 if and only
0 has a non-trivial solution in the class
0 for some polynomial X =F 0. Condition (7.6) is obviously inva-

Eo

if £: X
riant for the transformations (2.2).
Keeping in mind Remark 5.6 we have in particular from Proposition 7.3
that an operator P
p(x, D), p(z, $) E +Amm+,M 1 -(El7E27Q)7 M- ’&#x3E; M+ &#x3E; 0,
satisfies (0.5) if the corresponding indicial equation has no integer root N&#x3E;O;
however such condition is no longer necessary for the validity of (7.6) and
(0.5) in the case lYl- &#x3E; M+.
==

==
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